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Abstract
In this work, ﬁlms are deposited by PECVD-RF plasma using a gas mixture of CH4 , N2 and He or Ar. The Ar/CH4 and He/CH4
ratio is kept constant, while the nitrogen ﬂow is allowed to vary. The samples were arranged in the anode plate as well as in the
cathode plate. The eﬀect of nitrogen addition on the ﬁlms optical and structural properties of the ﬁlms was analyzed by FTIR
spectroscopy, UV–VIS–NIR spectroscopy, proﬁlometry, ellipsometry and RBS. The intensities of the C@N (1600 cm1 ), C@N
(2300 cm1 ) and NH (3250 cm1 ) absorption bands, in the IR spectra, increase with the N2 /CH4 ﬂow ratio. Samples deposited in the
grounded electrode, show a decrease in the CHn stretching band for increasing N2 /CH4 ﬂow ratio, while the NH absorption bond
increases, indicating that hydrogen is preferentially bonded to nitrogen. The C@N absorption increases for increasing N/C ratio;
indicating that a nitrile phase is also formed. For the samples deposited in the powered electrode (Fig. 5), the CNH absorption band
(1000–1700 cm1 ) is much larger than the other bands (CHn and NH). The increasing signal in the 1000–1300 cm1 region suggests
an increase in nitrogen bonding with sp3 C. The C@N absorption is very small compared with the samples deposited in the grounded
electrode. This behavior could be attributed to the increase in the methane and nitrogen radicals caused by stronger ion bombardment in the active electrode.
Ó 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 81.15.)z; 81.05.)t

1. Introduction
In the last few years there has been an increasing
interest in the study of nitrogen incorporation into hard
amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) ﬁlms. Research into the search for proposed b-C3 N4 phase, which
is predicted to be harder than diamond, was initiated by
Liu and Cohen [1]. As a result of the nitrogen incorporation into carbon ﬁlms it was found that both optical
and the electrical properties [2,3], as well as the
mechanical properties of the material can be modiﬁed.
The mechanical properties are mainly controlled by the
fraction of sp3 bonded carbon, forming the skeleton of
the material, the optical and electrical properties are
determined by clustering of the sp2 sites (rings or chains)
and by the hydrogen content which decreases the connectivity of the sp3 , forming termination CHn groups,
*
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therefore lowering the hardness of the material [4,5].
Conventional plasma deposition processes result in ﬁlms
where, both the H content and the sp3 fraction decrease
with increasing ion energy, so that ﬁlms are polymer-like
at low ion energy and graphite-like at high ion energy.
For low nitrogen content (up to 20%) the ﬁlms retain
their diamond like properties, however as the N/C
atomic ratio increases, a polymer-like material is formed,
with AC@NA structures and terminating C@N and NH
groups that decrease the connectivity of the network [6].
Among the deposition processes reported, plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) possess
the beneﬁts of uniform large area deposition and easy
handling, although promising results of the formation of
crystalline b-C3 N4 has been reported by using a great
variety of high energy input processes [7]. Smith et al. [8]
reported that an RF parallel plate reactor design with
the substrate mounted on the driven electrodes is the
preferred choice for PECVD deposition. This conﬁguration is employed to maximize energetic ion ﬂux at the
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substrate during the ﬁlms growth process. They found
that driving the powered electrode with dual frequency
power and introducing nitrogen into the gas mixture,
they could produce ﬁlms with DLC characteristics at
conditions that would otherwise yield polymeric depositions.
In this paper we discuss the results on the growth
behavior, chemical composition, bonding structure and
optical properties of the a-C:H:N ﬁlms deposited by the
conventional radio frequency PECVD technique from
methane (CH4 ), argon (Ar), helium (He) and nitrogen
(N2 ) mixtures at temperatures lower than 100 °C. The
ﬁlms were characterized by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), optical absorption and RBS
technique due to the eﬃcacy of these techniques for
studying the chemical bonding in the ﬁlms as well as the
structure of the material [8–10], allowing to investigate
the chemical composition, the N incorporation modes
and the nature of the bonding between C atoms.

within the material and to give insight into their composition and structure. The detection limit of this
equipment is given by an integrated area of 2.5 cm1
with resolution of 2 cm1 . Furthermore, the optical gaps
of the samples were determined through optical
absorption measurements performed in a UV–VIS–NIR
Varian (model CARY-500) spectrometer. Finally, the
amount of C and N atoms per unit area (atoms cm2 )
were obtained by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) experiments done at LAMFI/USP, S~
ao
Paulo, using a Heþ beam with an energy E ¼ 2:4 MeV.
The samples produced in the former system were
deposited onto p-type, (1 0 0) single-crystalline silicon
substrates in the 7–13 X cm resistivity range for ellipsometry and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) characterization. For the RBS measurements
the ﬁlms were deposited onto ultra-dense amorphous
carbon, and for optical absorption, Corning glass substrate were utilized.

2. Experimental

3. Results and discussion

The ﬁlms were deposited in a standard 13.56 MHz
RF-PECVD in a capacitively coupled reactor in diode
conﬁguration, from appropriated gaseous mixtures of
methane (CH4 ), nitrogen (N2 ) and helium (He) or argon
(Ar). The gas ﬂow was controlled by mass ﬂow controllers and the deposition pressure is monitored by a
capacitance manometer (Baratron type) [9,11]. Films
with diﬀerent nitrogen and carbon contents were obtained ﬁxing the methane and noble gas ﬂows and
varying the nitrogen ﬂow. The samples were placed in
both electrodes (grounded and powered) in order to
analyze the eﬀect of the ion bombardment on ﬁlms
properties. All the samples studied were deposited at 100
°C. The RF power was also kept at 250 W in order to
obtain high deposition rates. The deposition pressure
was kept at 250 mTorr. The deposition conditions for all
the studied samples are listed in Table 1.
The refractive index of the deposited ﬁlms was measured by ellipsometry in a Rudolph Research Auto E1
instrument, having a He–Ne laser (632.8 nm) as light
source. The measurements were carried out at diﬀerent
points of the ﬁlms in order to determine the standard
deviation of the measured parameter along the sample.
A (FTS-40 BIORAD) Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer was employed to analyze the chemical bonding

In Fig. 1 the deposition rate for ﬁlms deposited on
both the grounded and the powered electrodes with
CH4 ﬂow ﬁxed at 3.3, 10 and 30 sccm and varying N2
ﬂow are shown. 75 sccm of He or Ar were added to the
gaseous mixture to help in the break of the CH4
molecules. It can be veriﬁed that the deposition rate
tends to decrease for increasing nitrogen ﬂow. The
deposited samples using Ar in the gaseous mixture
exhibit a smaller deposition rate, than those deposited
with He. It was observed a decrease in deposition rate
for increasing N2 ﬂow that could be attributed to the
decrease in CHn radicals in the plasma provoked by
the excess of N2 , also there is a chemical sputtering of
the growing surface induced by the Nþ
2 bombardment
[6,11]. Fig. 1(b) does not show data for samples
deposited with Ar because no ﬁlms deposition occurred
in these conditions. This can be due to the intense Nþ
2
and Arþ ions bombardment of the sample at the
powered electrode. In the case of He diluted gaseous
mixtures a decrease in the corrosion eﬀect is observed.
This can be a result of the less aggressive sputter etch
of He compared to Ar and to the increased chemical
reactivity of the plasma, due to the increase in CHn
radicals, induced by Heþ , favoring the deposition
process in opposition to the etching process.

Table 1
Deposition conditions of the samples studied
CH4 ﬂow (sccm)

He ﬂow (sccm)

N2 ﬂow (sccm)

Pressure (mTorr)

RF-power (W)

Temperature (°C)

3.3
10.0
30.0

25
75
75

50–125
1–10
5–15

250

250

100
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0.7

CH 4= 30 sccm
CH 4= 10 sccm
CH 4= 3.3 sccm
CH 4= 3.3 sccm/Ar = 75 sccm

1.4
1.2

0.6

1.0

0.5

N/C

Growth Rate (Angs/s)
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Fig. 2. The N/C atomic ratio in the solid phase as a function of
nitrogen to methane ﬂow ratio (N2 /CH4 ), obtained by RBS experiments.
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Fig. 1. Deposition rate as a function of the N2 ﬂow ratio by four
diﬀerent CH4 ﬂow, deposited on both the grounded (a) and the powered (b) electrodes.

Fig. 2 shows the N/C atomic ratio in the solid phase
as a function of nitrogen to methane ﬂow ratio (N2 /
CH4 ), obtained by RBS experiments. An increase in the
nitrogen incorporation for increasing N2 /CH4 ratios is
observed which saturates for higher N2 /CH4 ratios.
Similar results have been reported for material grown in
FCVA system [4] and Electron Cyclotron Wave Resonance [5]. The maximum N/C value obtained is well
bellow the 1.33 expected for theoretical C3 N4 [3,5]. The
saturation trend represents one of the major diﬃculties
for obtaining carbon nitride ﬁlms. The samples deposited in the powered electrode present larger nitrogen
incorporation than samples deposited in the grounded
electrode.
The refractive index and the optical gap, obtained by
the Tauc extrapolation technique from the optical
absorption data for the ﬁlms, reported in Table 2, show
that: the refraction index as well as the optical gap re-

mains almost constant for increasing nitrogen ﬂow,
indicating apparently that the structure of the material is
not aﬀected by the N2 ﬂow. However, the refraction
index increases and the optical gap decreases for
increasing CH4 ﬂow, which can be interpreted as due to
an increase in sp2 carbon conﬁguration.
The infrared spectra for some samples are shown in
Fig. 3 (grounded electrode) and Fig. 4 (powered electrode) for diﬀerent N2 /CH4 ﬂow ratios. The spectra
show the following absorption bands: The C–N (1020–
1280 cm1 ), C@N groups (1610–1660 cm1 ), NH
bending (1590–1640 cm1 ), NH2 bending (1555–1590
cm1 ), CHn bending (1350–1450 cm1 ), C@C bonds
(1300–1500 cm1 ), C@N stretching band at 2200 cm1 ,
the CHn stretching band at 2800–3000 cm1 and NH
absorption band at 3300–3500 cm1 [12–18]. Samples
deposited in the grounded electrode, show a decrease in
the CHn stretching band for increasing N2 /CH4 ﬂow
ratio, while the NH absorption bond increases, indicating that hydrogen is preferentially bonded to nitrogen. The C@N absorption increases for increasing N/C
ratio; indicating that a nitrile phase is also formed. Finally, a decrease in the C–N and CHn bending together
with an increase in the related C@N bonds with the
increasing nitrogen ﬂow is observed, indicating that
nitrogen in large amounts facilitates the CN double
bond in detriment of the other ones.

Table 2
The refractive index and the optical gap, obtained by the Tauc extrapolation technique from the optical absorption data for the ﬁlms, prepared with
He added to the gaseous mixture
Samples

Refractive index
Tauc gap (eV)

CH4 ﬂow ¼ 3.3 sccm

CH4 ﬂow ¼ 10 sccm

CH4 ﬂow ¼ 30 sccm

Powered electrode

Grounded
electrode

Powered electrode

Grounded
electrode

Powered electrode

Grounded
electrode

–
–

1.93
3.1

2.2
2.0

1.86
2.5

2.55
1.9

1.66
2.2
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4. Conclusion
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Fig. 3. Normalized absorption FTIR spectra taken from ﬁlms with
increasing N2 /CH4 ratio for samples deposited in the grounded electrode.

In this work we studied the process of deposition of
a-C:H:N ﬁlms by RF-PECVD from methane (CH4 ),
nitrogen (N2 ) and argon (Ar) or helium (He) gaseous
mixtures. The obtained results for the deposition rate
showed a decrease with increasing N2 ﬂow, which is
related with the etching provoked by the Nþ
2 ion. It is
also shown, that He increases the chemical reactions
in the plasma, favoring the deposition process in
opposition to the corrosion process. The FTIR spectra
revealed that the samples deposited in the powered
electrode present a CNH absorption band (1000–1700
cm1 ) much larger than the other bands (CHn
and NH) and also, the obtained ﬁlms present a larger
concentration of N-sp3 C which is attributed to
the intense ion bombardment in the powered electrode.
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